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One More Step: The Incredible Journey of Josh
Sundquist 
A Message from Joey Root, President & CEO

At the age of 9, Josh Sundquist started having some pain in his left leg. As it turned out, it was not the
growing pains or pulled muscle that most 9 years old’s get. Turned out to be cancer. 

He had chemotherapy. He lost his hair. He hated the thought of being the only kid in town that was
bald. Then he came home from a chemo treatment and discovered that his 7-year-old brother had
shaved his head. That weekend, 18 of his friends came over and they had a head shaving party. 

Josh was told that he had a 50% chance to survive his cancer if he followed all his treatment.
Unfortunately, part of that treatment included amputating his left leg just below the hip. 

The day of his surgery, as he and his parents sat on the hospital bed hugging his left leg, the doctor
came in with a nurse pushing a wheelchair. The doctor told him it was time for the procedure and
asked him to get in the chair. Joshua looked down at his leg and then back up at the doctor and said:
“I think I'll walk.”

Walking down that corridor toward the operating room, he could feel the cold, hard tile beneath his
terrycloth hospital socks. He knew that it would be the last time he would ever walk with two legs
again. It was the hardest walk he had ever taken in his life.

A few years later he took up the sport of Alpine Skiing, his prior favorite sport of soccer not being too
conducive to a guy with one leg. A coach saw him and asked if he had ever considered training for the
Paralympic Games. It was a conversation that would change his life. He began to practice the habit of
“One More Thing, One More Time”. When he could not add a different exercise to his workout, he
added one more. When he could not do one more rep, he did one more.

After training and competing full time for 6 years, he was named to the 2006 United States Paralympic
Ski Team. The coach told him that the United States had named its team – the top 20 ranked skiers in
the U.S. He was ranked number 20. He imagined what it would have been like to find out that he was
ranked number 21. He would have wondered if he could have just done one more thing, one more
time.

On March 6, 2006, he walked into the Olympic Stadium in Turin, Italy with his teammates. The
stadium was packed with people. There were cheers, there were fireworks. His Mom and Dad were in
the audience cheering him on. It was the most glorious walk of his life.

He realized at that moment that the only reason he was making the most glorious walk of his life was
because of the hardest walk he had ever made in his life.

Are you going through a hard walk in your life right now? Do one more thing. Do it one more time.
Take one more step. You never know where it might take you.

Please don't hesitate to contact me at 405.608.1903 or jroot@myfirstliberty.com if there is anything I
can do for you.

Best regards,



Joey P. Root

President & CEO
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Closed Veteran's Day
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The Cost of Moving vs. Home Improvement
Weighing your options between upgrading and moving out
altogether

Tackling home improvement projects requires time, energy and money. If you’re lacking any of these
necessities, you might be tempted to forego your to-do list and seek out a new place to live that is
more in line with your wants and needs. But is packing up and moving the most cost-effective way to
put down roots? Or would you be better off trying to make your home improvement project a reality?

Home improvement costs

The range of home improvement
projects is incredibly vast.
Tweaking window coverings,
changing paint colors and
decluttering can drastically
transform your home without
requiring a lot of time or money. If
you’re in the mood to knock down
walls, build on an addition or
revamp your kitchen or bathroom,
you’ll be looking at much higher
costs.

The first thing to decide with any
home improvement project is what
exactly you want to change and
whether you intend to enlist the
help of professionals. If the job
requires the work of an individual
or team with the right know-how,
Investopedia writer Amy Fontinelle
recommends gathering three bids.

Once you have specific estimates, you’ll have a better understanding of what you can afford and
determine how you want to pay for it. In most cases, you will either want to pay using your savings or
take out a home equity loan, Fontinelle writes.

Moving expenses

Just like home improvement projects, finding a new home is also a serious investment. You’ll need to
enlist the help of a real estate professional. According to NerdWallet writer Margarette Burnette, an
agent will typically snag a 6 percent commission fee. You’ll also need to factor in travel expenses,
moving costs and securing a down payment.

You will have to make sure your current home is market-ready before you list. To earn top dollar or
your asking price, you’ll probably have to spend time and money on improvement projects in your
current home to make it appear more move-in ready. Your affinity for wallpaper or bold paint colors or
your willingness to overlook your outdated bathroom might not translate to a prospective buyer.

Chances are the new home you choose will be bigger and more expensive than your current home,
which can impact your monthly payments or the length of your mortgage. Nothing is perfect, so you
should be prepared for your new home to require some updates, fixes or work of its own. Moving to a
new home might take you further from work or your kids’ school, which will impact your driving costs.

There’s also closing costs, which often fall on the seller to close the deal, according to Fontinelle. If



you can’t convince the seller of the home you’re buying to foot the closing costs, you’ll likely have to
pay twice.

“The fees for getting a new mortgage will total in the thousands of dollars. Expect to pay 2 percent to 5
percent of the purchase price in closing costs. That means if you’re moving up to a $500,000 property,
your closing costs could range from $10,000 to $25,000,” writes Fontinelle.

If your current home is truly where your heart is, invest in renovations that will make it more
welcoming for longer. If you and your family have outgrown your current homestead or are ready for
something new, then it might be time to see what’s on the market. Both options will cost you, but with
thorough research and soul-searching, you’ll be able to determine the most cost-effective solution to
loving where you live.
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Q & A Myra Townsley

At First Liberty, we are always looking for ways to serve our community, including getting to know you
better. We want to be the type of bank who knows your name. We also want you to get to know us
better. Each month, we will be featuring one of our employees for all of us to learn more about each
other. This month we would like you to meet Myra Townsley, Vice President, Client Services.

Myra with her family at Mama Rojas Mexican Restaurant.

Where did you work before FLB? I worked at another Oklahoma bank and its predecessors, just
down the road for 17 years in Treasury Services. Previous to that I worked at Bank of America and its
predecessors for 18 years in various positions.

Tell us a little bit about what you do here. Gladly assisting clients of the Bank in so many different
ways. I do a lot of troubleshooting with different vendors including our online banking vendor and core
processor. 

What is your favorite part of working here? The people, culture and atmosphere. I feel like I have
been here for a long time.

If you could pick anyone to have lunch with (real or fictional, dead or alive) who would it be
and why? My mom and dad. As I have gotten older I realize that I have so many questions for both of
them and no way to get the answers.

What are some of your favorite things to do outside of work? Spending time with my family
hanging out at Lake Tenkiller. 



What’s your favorite vacation spot? It used to be Mexico but I recently got to go to Alaska it was so
beautiful. So, I guess either of those. 

What might people be surprised to know about you? I have been married to my husband as long
as I have been in banking. 35 years.
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Setting Travel Expense Limits for Your Employees
Reduce business travel fees to save your company some cash

Business travel might be a necessary expense, however there’s no doubt that it can be a costly one.
According to Certify, companies spend almost $112 billion on domestic travel each year, with
employees spending about $949 each year on business travel costs. By implementing travel expense
policies and applying some money-saving strategies, you’ll start slashing those hefty costs.

Establish a travel policy

The first step to curbing travel
expenses is to set a companywide
policy, as Aleda Schaffer, strategic
partnerships manager with
American Airlines, shares with
Entrepreneur. Browse the internet
for free travel policy templates you
can download and modify to suit
your business’s goals and financial
resources. The travel policy should
outline thorough details for multiple
procedures. For example, you
might include a per diem cap in the
travel policy document. This simply
means there is a daily maximum
expense an employee can make
during each given day of a
business trip.

Distinguish a travel planner

Depending on the size of your company, designate one staff member as a part-time or full-time travel
manager. If you’re tight on resources and low on staff, consider finding a virtual assistant who can
perform this function for your corporation, as Schaffer recommends. This will help streamline travel
plan procedures and provide an extra level of accountability for employees when mapping out their
next conference or tradeshow excursion.

Electronic planning and tracking

Multiple cloud software apps are available on the market to help simplify your company’s travel
expense processes. This technology can make it easier for employees to import expenses and track
mileage, and some even let you scan receipts via your smartphone. Zoho Expense, Certify Now and
Xpenditure Small Business are three of the best apps according to consumer reviews.

Sign up for rewards programs

CNBC contributor Chris Morris recommends booking reservations with the same hotel chain and
airline when traveling, and to inquire about rewards programs offered by each. It might be possible to
earn points that can go toward travel costs, which could result in a free night at a hotel or a cheaper
flight.

Make reservations early

One of the biggest ways to keep travel costs low is to make reservations well ahead of time.
Last-minute travel can rapidly increase business trip fees. As Morris shares, businesses can save an
average of $148 per airline ticket by booking the ticket at least eight days before the departure date.  



Require authorization for last-minute bookings

If certain employees tend to make last-minute travel reservations, consider adding a booking policy to
your business’s corporate-wide travel expense procedure document. The Balance contributor Susan
M. Heathfield explains an incident where an employee booked a $1,200 plane ticket two days before
an event. This same ticket would’ve cost just $300 if the employee had booked it a few weeks in
advance of the travel date instead.

By proactively limiting your employee’s travel expenses and adopting some cost-saving policies, you
can enjoy the positive outcomes of staff business trips while enhancing your company’s overall profit.
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Shred Party Fall 2018

The weather didn't dampen anyone's enthusiasm for our Fall Shred Party. Customers and neighbors
all turned out to securely shred old documents and to eat amazing pie from Pie Scout. The First
Liberty Staff had a great time helping. Thank you to all of our employees who volunteered this year.
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It's Looking Scary Around Here!
2nd Annual Halloween Door Decorating Contest

It's obvious to anyone who walks in First Liberty Bank that we love Halloween! We even have a
Halloween Door Decorating Contest. Thank you to everyone who participated. We haven't picked a
winner yet - which one is your favorite?

 













YES, IT SAYS BOO IN TINY LETTERS!
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Happy Birthday to Us!

Happy Birthday, First Liberty Bank! We opened 12 years ago on October 2nd. A Special Thank You to
all of our customers - we wouldn't be here without YOU! 
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Taco Bout a Baby!

We had a wonderful baby shower for Charmaine which included a Mexican Feast! Thanks to all of the
FLB staff who helped make this happen! 
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Spooky Snacks
Creepy Lunchbox Ideas for Halloween

Try these clever yet simple ideas to create Halloween fun for lunch. Whether it's Coffin Sandwiches or
Spider Brownie Bites, kids of all ages will enjoy opening their lunchbox to see what creepy snack you
have included inside. See them all at the Food Network.

 

This simple Halloween lunch hack will bring a smile to any kid's face. Hold your plastic cutlery upright
in one hand, then unfold and drape a white paper napkin over the top. Tie the neck with festive ribbon
or twine and draw eyes with a black marker .

Photos by: SETON ROSSINI
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Plan the Ideal Tailgating Experience
Throw a championship-worthy tailgate party with these tips

Autumn is here, and there’s no better time to throw a big tailgate party. Here are some tips for putting
together a pre-game celebration that everyone will still be talking about at the end of the season.

Make it responsible

Let’s get this one out of the way
first. It doesn’t matter how amazing
your tailgate plans are if you and
your guests trash the parking lot,
drink irresponsibly, pick fights with
other tailgaters or get kicked off the
premises. So don’t do any of that.
Know your tailgating location’s
rules and regulations ahead of
time. Make sure you’re prepared to
pack out all the trash you bring in.
Get along with your tailgating
neighbors, even if they’re
screaming for the other team. Most
importantly, don’t overdo it with the
alcoholic beverages (and if you do,
have a designated driver at the
ready).

Make it organized

Your tailgate party will go much more smoothly if you have a plan. Before the big day, make a
checklist of everything you need to bring. (This is also a good time to familiarize yourself with the
tailgating location.) Food and drinks are the obvious items, but don’t forget all the other things that
should accompany them. Plates, bowls, utensils, napkins, trash bags, grilling equipment, cleaning
supplies and containers or wraps for leftovers will make the day much more pleasant. You’ll also want
to make sure there’s enough gas or charcoal for your grill, ice for your coolers and a power source for
refrigerators and TVs.

Make it comfortable

Making sure all your guests are comfortable is key to a good tailgate party. Does everyone have
something to sit on? Is your vehicle’s actual tailgate big enough to handle everything, or do you need
to bring a folding table as well? While you’re at it, check the weather forecast. If rain is a possibility,
consider bringing a pop-up tent, umbrellas and ponchos. Blankets and coats (and hot drinks) will take
the edge off a cold and windy day. Sunscreen, headgear and insect repellent are a must for warmer
conditions.

Make it tasty

Ah, food, the centerpiece of every memorable tailgate party. The options are endless, but think about
which dishes you’ll want to make ahead and which ones you’ll want to prepare at the party site. If
you’re making a hot dish that doesn’t involve grilling, make sure you have a slow cooker ready to go.
Don’t forget sides, desserts and condiments! Of course, you’ll also want to make sure you have
enough food for all your guests — and maybe a little extra for the tailgaters across from you who
forgot to plan ahead.

Make it a party



Your tailgate event isn’t just any get-together; it’s a party for fans. You’ll want to represent your team in
a bold, noticeable way. Think team shirts and hats, pennants, banners and any other customized gear
you can gather. A good soundtrack will also help contribute to the festive atmosphere, so put together
a playlist of everyone’s favorite fight songs and stadium jams. While you’re at it, bring along some fun
games for when you’re not eating or getting ready to head inside the stadium. Cornhole, flip cup and
KanJam are just a few of your many options.

With a bit of planning and preparation, you’ll be ready to pull off a tailgating party that’s almost as fun
as watching your team score the winning touchdown. And if you and your crew aren’t into football,
these tips apply just as well to other sports, or even a concert.
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How to Carve the Perfect Pumpkin
Strategies for styling your pumpkin like a pro

With a little knowledge about pumpkin preservation and design, it’s easy to create a spectacularly
carved gourd this Halloween.

Choose the right pumpkin

The first step to caving the perfect
pumpkin is to pick the right squash.
Per Good Housekeeping
contributor Liz Borod, pick one that
is fresh with a sturdy stem and has
no bruises. Any soft spots or
bruises usually indicate that the
pumpkin has started to rot. Make
sure it also has a flat underside to
keep it from rolling around when
you carve it.

Pick a style

Next, decide on a style for the
gourd. There are three main types
of designs, as Pumpkin King
Creations owner and master carver
Ryan Lisson shared with MPR
News contributor Cassidy Kiek.

Jack-o’-lantern: It’s a simple, hollowed-out design that usually has a face or symbol carved on
the exterior
3D face sculpture: Like its name implies, this style involves slicing a multi-dimensional face on
the pumpkin; make sure to pick a heavy pumpkin for this style to ensure a stable work surface
for your carving.
Surface carving: This style involves chiseling off only the outermost layer of the pumpkin to
reveal the pale pulp beneath.

Per Lisson, the first two styles will last about a week before the pumpkin starts to rot since they involve
deeper cuts. Surface carving is a great choice if you want a longer-lasting pumpkin because they can
go about a month before rotting.  

Trace a design

To make a more complex creation, it’s a good idea to print or draw the design on paper first, as
Organic Authority contributor Jessica Reeder advises. For a more basic style, draw the pattern directly
onto the pumpkin with a water-based or dry erase marker.

Select the right tools

Per Lisson, the best tool to use is usually the small, serrated saw that comes in a pumpkin carving kit.
For more intricate 3D styles, clay sculpting tools will serve you well. You can also use an X-ACTO®
knife if you have one on hand.

Light the lantern

For jack-o’-lantern designs, you’ll want to choose a safe way to illuminate the pumpkin’s interior. The
Country Living team suggests using a votive candle inside a glass dish and filling it with water to help



protect your masterpiece from the flames. You can also use a string of Christmas lights as a safer
lighting method.

Preserve the pumpkin

Although carved pumpkins tend to have only a few weeks’ shelf life at best, there are a few things you
can do to help preserve your squash. Lisson suggests keeping the stem intact, regardless of what
design you choose. The stem will provide nutrients to the pumpkin to help slow the rotting process.
You can also spray the pumpkin with a lemon juice and water solution, then cover it with a plastic bag
during the day. Lisson also recommends storing the pumpkin in your garage or basement, particularly
on chilly fall nights.

Master the art of the jack-o’-lantern this season, or try your hand at a 3D or surface design, by
applying these practical steps to your next pumpkin-carving session. Just don’t be surprised if your
neighbors and friends start asking you for design tips.
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Volunteering During Retirement
How and why to sign up for volunteer opportunities after you exit
the workforce

Most people spend the majority of their adult lives saving up for retirement. However, many retirees
find themselves somewhat bored with their post-work life once they finally hit the retirement milestone.
As a result, the number of retirees seeking volunteer work is on the rise. In a recent Consumer
Reports survey, two-thirds of respondents between the ages of 55 and 70 said that they planned to
volunteer during their retirement.

Because volunteer work can be a large time commitment, it’s important to determine the form of
volunteering that best fits your personality and lifestyle.

Why do retirees volunteer?

Retirees can choose to pursue
volunteer work for a number of
reasons. As previously mentioned,
many retirees ultimately find
retirement to be somewhat boring
without a consistent work schedule.

Tom Sightings of U.S. News
explains that volunteer work also
serves as a way for retirees to build
social connections. A recent survey
found that 85 percent of retirees
made new friends by volunteering.
Existing friendships can also
convince retired people to
volunteer. Nanci Hellmich of USA
Today says that many retirees ask
their friends to volunteer with them.

Benefits of volunteering

Volunteers find that their work offers numerous benefits, the most obvious being a sense of purpose,
says Sightings. But the benefits of volunteering extend beyond just emotional health. According to
research from the University of Calgary, retirees who volunteer have a reduced risk of developing
dementia. During a recent survey, three-quarters of retired respondents said volunteering made them
feel more physically healthy, explains Sarah Max of Time.

Volunteering can even present financial benefits. While most volunteer positions are unpaid, a handful
do come with a small salary. Certain volunteer positions provide VIP access to events or free
admittance to local attractions, says Max.

Drawbacks of volunteering

Despite the numerous benefits that volunteering can provide to retirees, it is not without its
drawbacks. The most notable of these disadvantages is the required time commitment. Thomas C.
Corley of Investopedia writes that many retirees are not ready for or aware of the amount of time a
volunteer position requires.

For this reason, Consumer Reports suggests that retirees start out small with temporary volunteer
work to see if they are ready for an extended volunteer position. Robert Laura of Forbes recommends
that volunteers have an exit plan in place so they can easily leave a volunteer position if necessary.



How to find the right volunteer position

Before signing up for a volunteer position upon retirement, you should first determine what kind of job
you want. Consumer Reports explains that the best volunteer positions make use of your employment
background.

Of course, this only applies if you enjoyed your line of work. Laura notes that many volunteers who
return to the field from which they retired quickly rediscover why they wanted to retire in the first
place. He also recommends keeping your physical limitations in mind when volunteering for work.
Many retirees are unable to handle physical labor, which is required for some volunteer positions.

By signing up for volunteer work, you could add a healthy dose of fulfillment and purpose to your
retirement.
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